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3,000 Applaud Unruh
PARTAN DAILY At Seventh St. Rally;
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Hits Reagan Priorities
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Student Leaders
Ask Independence
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A declaration of ind(pendence
was resolved at the California
State College Student Presidents
Association ICSCSPA) conference
in San Luis Obispo this weekend.
The resolution, "Silence . . . ",
which wtts passed unanimously,
was con.structed and presented by
ASB President Dick Miner.
The declaration ontiines four
major "principles essential to the
development and preservation of
contemporary and competent colleges and universities:"
1) ASB presidents have the right
to exercise local autonomy;
2) Students have the right to
participate in the forrnulation of
rule); and policy covering student related functions;
3) The student associations have
the right to reject campus originated policies and rules which they
had no part in forming;
4) Students or the associations
have the right to majority participation in the governing bodies
of college auxiliary organizations
whose primary function is to serve
student needs, and whose income
is derived piimarily from student
monies.
Miner, Bill Langan, ASB vicepresident, and Jim Brewer, ASB
public relations officer, were SJS
delegates to the conference.
"This resolution functions as a
declaration of independence, so
that the Board of Trustees will
know where the presidents are at,"
Brewer said. "Like the Declaration of Independence, it is a de-

Slides Present
1968 Perspective
Of Soviet Union
iv.

"The Soviet Union. Eyewitness
Perspective 1968," will be the
theme of a slide presentation tonight by Prof. Byron J. Norwood of
the SJS School of I3usiness, at
7:30 p.m. in Zorha’s Restaurant,
13.50 S. Bascom Ave.
Prof. Norwood’s illustrated talk,
sponsored by the SJS Marketing
Club, will cover his seven week
trip to the Soviet Union during the
summer of this year.
Tickets for the presentation are
free to all students and are available at Buildings 0 and R.

pal lure, but WP still have not attained our total independence.
The resolution is not a demand
upon the Board of Trustees, but
an attempt to tell them "what’s
happening," according to Brewer.
The CSCSPA also requested that
the "California State College Board
of Trustees budget to provide an
increase in recruitment and financing of "college-capable minority-culture students to bring
them within the State College system" by 1970.
The resolution requested a mandatory course in "Minority Culture" as a prerequisite for graduation in the State College system.

Compiled from Associated Press

BERKELEY
About 20 students picketed University Hall on
the University of California campus yesterday in support of AFLCIO United Farrn Workers Union
and the Meycican-American Student Confederation.
LOS ANGELES The trial of
Robert Kennedy’s accused assassin
Sirium Bishara Sirhan was postponed until December 9, as the defense won the delay on the grounds
that a second defense witness
could not be ready by the originally scheduled Nov. 1 start.
SACRAMENTO State Senator George Miller Jr. (D-Martinez),
predicted yesterday that supporters of Republican Senatorial candidate Max Rafferty would stage
a last-minute "smear campaign"
against Democratic opponent Alan
Cran.ston.

Achebe Works

History Prof To Discuss
Books Concerning Nigeria
Dr. Harry Galley, professor of
history, will review "No Longer
at Ease" and "Man of the People"
by Chinua Achebe, Wednesday at
12:30 p.m. in Cafeteria A and B
-blar
. Ma
Da
f. 24

DR. HARRY GAILEY
... first book talker

Today’s Weather
_ D

Clear thie morning but gradually increasing clouds this afternoon with chance of a sprinkle.
Partly cloudy and a little warmer tomorrow. High today at
s.ls: 61. Rain probability today,
25 per cent.

Rain Clouds Hold
While Unruh Here

Today’s
World News
At a Glance
GOLETA
Tsventy members
of the University of California at
Santa Barbara Black Student
Union seized control of the campus
computer center tuni classroom to
enforce demands for the firing of
UCSB football coach Jack Curtice.

in the first Faculty Book Talk.
"The theme of both books deals
primarily with the relation of men
to the gbverrunent establishment
in Nigeria prior to the January
1966 coup," said Dr. Gailey.
"The earlier book, "No Longer
at Ease," deals with a bright,
young Ibo (lbos are a Black people that today compose the breakaway state of Biafra), educated in
England who returns with high
ideals and an almost-sense of mission when he gets into government service."
’"The book is basically about
how he is drawn into the vortex
of it, because he enters government service." Dr. Galley added.
The second book "deals primarily with the individuals and the
corrupt Nigerian government establishment before 1966."

By RICK 51e41.1sTON
spartan Daily Staff Writer
Pbt United 3,000 students in a noon rails uu
Assembly Speaker Jess Unruh. speaking before
Sesenth Street yesterday, lashed out at the Reagan administration and its "misplaced priorities"
on frills"
for "making only a pretense of saving money while it continues to squander
and unneeded programs.
"The way in which we spend nione," Unruh said, "speaks fur more eloquently titan any
about the values we hold. We are being told by
philosophical treatise -- or political speech
our
g that our valtws are false, and more and more the charge is repeated front more rest ))))) sible quarters."
-I think a glimpse of the way we spend money in California would indicate that our priorities, indeed. are badly out of whack," he stressed.
milli, accompanied on the speaker’s platform by Assemblyman John Vasconcellos (D-24th
Di-t.i. l’re.iiletit Robert 1). Clark and campus leaders, said Gov. Reagan and hie "kitchen-cabinet royalists" promised to "effect
major governmental economies"
but continue to squander money
unnecessarily.
"But at the same time, we are
told that we must postpone the
con.struction of new classrooms at
our university and state college
campuses," the Speaker said. "And
we are told that we can’t afford
the less than $2,000,000 it would
cost to create stunmer jobs for
kids in the ghettos."
By JEFF 51ULLINS
’NEW MOOD’
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The "new mood" on college camyesterday
Angeles
Los
left
Unruh
Jess
M.
Speaker
Assembly
When
puses, Unruh continued, reflects
morning for San Jose his plane was an hour late.
the feelings of many people
The Smogville sky WISS pouring rain; dark, threatening clouds were
throughout t h e country. This
floating South from San Francisco, and the speaker’s aides were vvor"sense of helplessness" is comried that the wet weekend would vvash out the large SJS student repounded even more by the staggerception planned fur Unruh’s Seventh Street speech.
ing growth rate of the nation’s
The sun shone, however, as thousands of persons januned Seventh
educational institutions, he said.
Street awaiting Unruh’s arrival.
The Speaker cited the welfare
Then the big, black Lincoln carrying the speaker approached the system as an example of the
San Fernando and Seventh Street gate to SJS.
"bureaucratic nightmare" in the
The red PiKA fire truck, driven by Scott LaFaver, with its horn present administration. Unruh said
blasting, escorted the Lincoln toward the makeshift stage near the
16 cents out of every welfare dolMusic Building across for the barbecue pits.
lar is needed to cover administraSpectators ringed Unruh. Some carried signs reading "Jess in ’70."
tive costs.
or "SJS for Jess." One sign declared, "Tippicanoe and Unruh Too ... "
"This is an area where real
He walked slowly through the throng of students, conversing briefly
economies could be made," he said.
with some, shaking hands with others. Several campus and local
"In the next fiscal year, the
newsmen armed with tape recorders jabbed questions at the blue- state will spend over $8 million to
suited Inglewood assemblyrnan who smiled and parried with low- support cottnty fairs in California
voiced answers.
so that people can go and view
At one point he turned to an aide and asketi who was responsible some well-fed prize livestock and
for the large crowd. The aide introduced him to Bill Langan, ASB sample home-made jams," Unruh
tice president, who along with John Blechman. Young Democrat quipped. "And last year we spent
chairman, had co-ordinated the dignitary’s visit at the request of ASB over $25 million to build a new,
President Dick Miner.
money-losing state fair."
John Vasconcellos, (D-24th Dist.), introduced Unruh who. after
"Meanwhile, the real needs of
he
when
laughing
the
crowd
the initial applause died down, got
California
such as education,
said .
police officer training and reform
night
last
we
stayed
which
hotel
in
The
"We’re a little tired today.
of the state’s outrageously expenwas having a Wallace rally and they ran out of white sheets."
siVe welfare system - - remain unwas
surthat
in
a
voice
old
labor
song
he
sang
an
point
At one
met and, indeed, even untalked
prisingly pleasing. After cheers of approval he said "if people from about," he ’added.
show business can go into my business, I guess I can take a crack at
MOPSFUL SIGN’
theirs."
Before leaving SJS, a young coed named Shay Davidson, a junior,
The Assembly leader lauded the
clasped Unruh’s hand and in what was a touching scene told the efforts of young people across the
speaker, "You’ve given me a new insight. I’ve never had faith in a country in helping in the campaigns
politician until hearing you now."
of various candidates as "a very
She told the speaker he had given her "new hope."
hopeful sign for the future."
Slightly more than an hour after his arrival, Assembly Speaker
"We must have that continuing
Unruh returned to the quietness of the black Lincoln.
concern
and you must
have
As the big car sped from the campus, the San Jose sky opened up faith in us for us to have faittt in
and small drops of rain began pelting the sidewalks, the empty fold- you," thunh said.
ing chairs on Seventh Street, and the speakers platform from where
In an info’rmal question-and-anUnruh had answered a student’s question about "someone on the swer period following his 30horizon to challenge Ronald Reagan in 1970?’’
minute speech, Unruh was asked
"Yes," came the reply. "I see a couple of people around who might if he luiew of the enrollment crisis
take him on." The crtsvd’s response was hearty and knowing.
sin the state college system and
what the legislatttre planned to do
about it.
"Is there an enrollment crisis in
the state colleges?" the Speaicer
retorted. "The governor doesn’t
think so."
Unruh said further that if a
Democratic majority were elected
in 1970, there would be no tuition
at the state colleges and no attempt to cut the state college
budget.

i
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JESS M. UNRUH, assembly speaker, pauses for A moment during his speech yesterday on Seventh Street as a siudent asks a
question. The legislator, whose visit, according to Bil! Langan,
AS8 vice president and official co-ordinator of the event, ’lifted
the spirits of many Kennedy and McCarthy supporters," rapped
the Reagan administration’s spending priorities. Unruh’s visit was
part of a goodwill speaking tour on behalf of Democratic assembly candidates.

Crowd ’Should Have Nailed
Unruh’ ACSCP President
"It was a good lesson in civics."
This reaction came from Dr. Marvin Lee, associate professor of
economics concerning the Seventh
Street address of State Assembly
Speaker Jesse Urwuh.
"The students were kind to
him," asserted Dr. Lee. "They
should have rtailed him." The important issues were lightly skipped over, felt Lee, president of
the SJS chapter of the Association of California State College
Professors (ACSCP).
According to Dr. Lee the students should have pressed Unruh
on the issues prevalent to the
students and their present problems. "What about support of education, academic freedom, the
race issue, the war in Vietnam?"
said a frustrated Dr. Lee.
"The students weren’t critical
enough," he continued. "Unruh is
a political figue to be pushed."
It was for the students to ask
the whys and the wherefores, the

GOP Candidate
Speaks at SE
Tomorrow at 12:15

The candidate for "law and order," Larry Fargher, will meet
with students at a Seventh Street
rally tomorrow at 12:15 p.m.
Fargher, who is running for the
Ninth Congressional District, is a
Santa Clara City Councilman and
has held that position for the pa.st
six years. He was also the former
mayor of Santa Clara.
Fargher believe, "We must restore respect for law and order
with vigorous enforcement of the
law."
The candidate’s visit to SJS
is sponsbred by the Young Repub"Acebe in ’Alan of the People’ is licans, the Political Science defocusing on a politician who is partment and the Student Activthe ’man of the people’ a man
ities Board.
who was a teacher and then elected to the office of minister."
’The ’man’ is seen through the
eyes of a younger, idealistic, welleducated observer who sees how
For a first-hand report of the
corrupt this man has become and Olyroplea direct front Mexico
how, through his skill of words City, see Sport Shorts on page
and patronage, he is able to as- five for the observations of the
Daily’s wandering sports editor,
sure himself of a oontinued hold
Mike Elvitsky.
uf the office," said Dr. Galley.

howcomes and the whatifs. This
they didn’t do, feels Dr. LA..e.
"Invite him back after the election," concluded Dr. Lee, "turd let
the students do the talking this
time."

Strike Continues
Spartan Shops, the student financed organization which runs
the cafeteria, has asked the state
conciliatory board to set up a
meeting tomonow morning between the striking cafeteria workers, members of the Union of
State Employees (USE) Local 411,
and Spartan Shops.
The union went on strike nine
days ago, asking for higher wages.

Olympics Report

3,000 SJS STUDENTS showed up to hear State
Assembly Speaker Jess M. Unruh deliver a
speech on Seventh Street yesterday afternoon
at 12:30. After the address, Unruh walked
across campus with several student leaders
including ASB President Dick Miner, seated at
college President Robert D.
and
the left

Clark. In President Clark’s office the assemblyman discussed the $200 million dollar higher
education proposal on the November state
ballot. Also discussed was support for minority
students, and the enrollment crisis at SJS and
other state college campuses.
P,,oto by Wayne Nicholls

ENDORSES HRH
In response to a question about
why he hadn’t yet mentioned his
endorsement of Vice President
Hubert Humphrey in the upcoming presidential election, Unruh
said he differed with Humphrey
"vehemently" on his Vietnam
stand. ’’But I do not hold Humphrey responsible for these pollcies (the Johnson administration)
any more than I hold Nixon for
the policies made under the Eisenhower administration."
Unruh, questioned about his
feelings on the Board of Regents’
action to condemn the hiring of
Black Panther Eldridge Cleaver at
the University of California, said
he did "not favor the restraint of
speakers on campus." He said he
did, however, disagree with the
"prestige and status" given to
Cleaver’s appointment.
Asked if any Democrats planned
to challenge Reagan for governor
in 1970, Unruh smiled. "Yes. One
or two," he said.
"Yes, I will challenge Reagan.
But not necessahly for governor,"
he added.
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Shop Control
For Students
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Students should run Spartan Shops, hie.
This, to all students 01

Id be an

1111.

contestable proposition.

Editorial

Student money make:4 the bookstore and
cafeteria

Housing Aid Ignored

go:,

student

ideas

should

say

where they go.
ASB President Dick Miner has said he
will snake a formal request for a student
majority on the Spartan Shops board of
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students or the associations which officially
represent them shall lime the right to ma-
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We hope. however. that they will still
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persevere with their efforts.
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"I’d rather not answer any of those questions ... I don’t want to upset
the elections going on in the United States!"

just

human

values

abound on this campus, each one. an accurate reflection of an illness within our
ciety.

11-

and each one presenting reasons %shy

etlucation is not the primary concern of
this college.
One of the most blatant prostitutions
of faculty and students, at
the wparat
least partially resulting from the tightly
clas-ed structure of this academie com lllll
nity.
Parking faeilities exist for a tiny fraction of students. Net -Faculty Parking
Leds." including one in the Parking Garage. pros ide :pace for most faculty on campus at any one time. Students parking in
faculty lots are subject to citations.

action

portunity.

while they have the opIf

they

don’t

do

it

now,

Thrust and Parry
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On the humorous side. there are eseri
some. "Facility Restrooms." And while the
MISC. Of such facilities has to be somewhere in the center of paranoia. it is outright funny to imagine the rifect of "rest r
integral’
upon faculty now ex(dusk ply using their restrooms.
ft has long been a humorless joke that
countless faculty office hours are not kept.
Esen less unitising are the. usual two hours
per week each faculty sets aside for a hunThere is also that abortion called "Faculty Cafeteria," located within the cafeteria building. Students utilize this faculty
facility only as guests of faculty.
Anil adding injury to insult, faculty on
occasion are even offered more !minable
food
than
the
not -quite-delicious-stuff

been willing to offer a substantial raise in
salaries :better than a general 15 per cent
though short of
increase, reportedly)

Editor:
Alan Short’s letter of October 7, 1968 concerning the Tau Delta Phi "Plank" protruding
from the top window of the Tower, made
at night."
Let me assure all concerned that the floodlights which bring the Tower to life at night
were planned by a lighting engineer and paid
for by the San Jose State Alumni Association.
The idea was to give Tower Hall the prominence on campus at night it commands during
the daylight hours. We appreciate the fact
that the lights have been noticed, but at a

Urban Strife

years.

Editor:
Nature to the early man
was viewed in over-awe,
As we today stand baffled by
our eybernated law;
And as the ancients feared then turned
in worship of their life,
We fight then tire, then learn to live
cortununal urban strife
Derrei H. Whlternyer
A704

Richard Rattin:

Letter Home to Mother Reveals
Quiet Plight of Frosh Student
Dear Mom;

get Mall al me for amusing- junk under

I’m slim

I

haven’t

written you since

been kind of busy

you and Dad

tations. but the possibility exists. If sonie

and I really did plan to write you sooner,

awakenings should occur. reformed faculty
could always join that small minority of

I’m el

k

but l’%1‘

g shirting at SJS as a freshman,

my

bed. and

things got

harp about how cluttered
ler there? Well, I don’t have

any problems like that here.
The cafeteria is real nice. too; at least
that’s the way it looks from my seenth

and I really did plon to %%rite you sooner,
hut things have been kind of hectic around

story window. They kind of didn’t finish

tory separation, those giving this campus
what few educators it has. who even eat

here.

to eat with until its done

with students, and go so far as to

something. The accommodations are grtat.
how 11/11 always used to
Remember M

their colleagues practicing no discrimina-

the

risme rest rooms.

This

new

hirise

dormitory

is

really

t have com-

munication as an integral part
But contemporary arademia, which includes this college. is far less concerned
with education than with producing nec
essary replacement parte; for the perpetuation of the overall parental system. Contemporary academia included in guaran-

of food at
a

few

dms

ago

the

Hike in Fees
Won’t Work

see

garage. They said they would go on sale
at 8 a.m. one day, so I got there real early.
7:30, and went to the building where they
were to he sold. and I felt really good because there was nobody else around. But

By JOHN McLAIN

when I ivent up to the door and asked

why it Wag going to cost me so notch to

grees are somehow better than students,

it. The "I’m-joist-liere-to-get-ati-educationand-don’t-giye-a-hatig-about-sports" people
would suddenly become as vocal as a

constitute a more significant portion

of

cheerleader, only it wouldn’t be your pro-

there’s a good reason for that.

academia, and consequently are offering
education to students is the best expres-

posal they’d be "cheering."
In the second place the equally hard
working. award -winning athletes and

is going to help toward the completion
of the student union, which is taking

notions that those possessing multiple de.

siren of the attempt to demean student in.
The student is a nigger primarily behe’s not really a student. And, be-

rates’. like all niggers, he all too often tol-

begin re -

eallISP

erates all the insult and attacks npon
to he akin to mo-

mentary frustration in the quest of something better
like joining faculty and WO
own
keeping office Inuits mill’ gelling
torta,

e .11111 edillig

111

1111

aud other bettor thing’s.

01,11.

going for football.
wilting it ottiviardly

st
Well, 11/1

many alb-

letes on other teams already do.
A safer and more reasonable solutirm
which Elvitsky ails anced was that of
charging -Indent. SI.111 per lieket. This
.1rict +AR every-body into it, wily
those hankering to bee. a football game.
Wit VIII

Campus
Closeups
By DOANE YAWGER
Campus Liaison Editor
If students want to get ’high’ at Stanford, it’ll cost them 25 cents Oct. 14. The
observation platforni atop Hoover Tower,
Stanford University’s highest building, is
one of the school’s top tourist attractions
and the quarter fee will be used to finance
the student guide service.

hysterically at me and she wouldn’t stop.
It’s not really bad though, since I live in
my car parked a few blocks away

coaches comprisin4, the teams other than
football would, instead of merely "inwardly resenting" the majority of f

tegriy.

hantl-out.

me now.

where.

ties (illegal, even in this society) are the
hest expression of insult. And the quaint

always have.
It is the choice between standing up for
our dignity or kneeling in hopes of a

You know. Mont. I tried to buy a permit so I could park the car in the SJS

Here.’s why. In the first place the trot
jority of SJS students wouldn’t stand for

The separate but unequal facility facili-

students should run our own lives or he
content with letting teachers and adminfor us, as they
istrators do our thinki ..

cafeteria

the dorm I can walk to school and I keep

resulting from the separation.

to fill the same athisory
capacity students now enjoy, mail give "professional" c ..... isel.
IA hat it comes down to is whether we
management

that liTiee, atilt WS right Olt

in the arm, so to speak.
Well, it won’t work, Mike.

attempted demeaning of student integrity

tration management be retained.
If it is, and I doubt it, a student-run
board would still have members of present

campus.

the girl about !tient she started laughing

plaint ought to he about the inenft and

Apparently, according to detractors of
student control, the job of running Spartan
Shops is so difficult and demanding that

-- about S2 a

In "Sport Shots" column, Mike Elvitsky
proposed hiking student registration fees
by $30 to give our athletic program a shot

Yet, considering all things, the real com-

shake."

day. The Spartan Cafeteria serves plenty

you should

education simply does not guarantee perpetuation of any overall system.

lerstand their probthey feel students
lems better and would gise them a "fairer

workers went on strike. Remember how
Sis used to call me Captain Flab? Well,

Guest Room

teeing the snrsival of the status quo. And

To top it off, strikers have admitted
openly to the Daily they would faor student control of Spartan Shops because

it yet, but they gave us all some money

Except

Of course the primary complaint might
to he that this separation is an utter refu-

as good as admitting
is
it has been paying low wages over the
union demands

even the cafeteria debacle can he overlooked in pleading that faculty-adminis-

. g ..

vir,ii

manage.

cost of $3,000.00, we hope they Illuminate
more than just a plank.
Cliff Underwood,
Executive Director, SJS Alumni Association

Tower Lights

sehooi started three weeks

integrity, believing it

faculty -administration

The strike by cafeteria employees is
now into its second week with no end in
sight. The mere fact that management has

.
It’s difficult to imagine faculty being unaware of the separar
and all its nianifes-

tation of education, which

that they could do any worse than

Lighted Towers and Strife

dred or ..... re students.

1111e

see

present
ment.

sersed in the adjoining r
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I cannot say how things would turn out
if students were running the show, since
they have never done it before, but I do

reference to "tho.se lights shining on the Tower

siable

as Spartan Shops.

griping about problems. Students must
take

g that stu-

that it would be "tragic" to givi them con-

these

stop

such logic has

trol over a million-dollar corporation such

knees."

Prostitutions of Human Values
Reflect Illness Within Society
of

organiza-

to help. but it must have student sup-

Guest Room

Prostitutions

or auxiliary

income is derived primarily iron’ student

unfair

is willing

let them forever hold their tongue.

By Gil %DI ROBERTSON

colleges

tion is to serve student needs and %hose

a

rally leader last F’riday said, "If
la -t

So

have

opportunity

housing.

meiter.

the

sittg problems.

l’ou

know

Dad,

you

some-

were wondering

go to a tuition free college, sinee I’m a
California resident and eerOting.

Well,

Nine dollars of the numey, for instance,

shape in bark of the shut down cafeteria.
You know, Dad, they’re esen going to have
a howling alley in there? So don’t think
that money is going to WrIgle.
Well. Mom, I guess l’m going to close
now. Feel free to send me some rookies
can remember
or anything like that. If
where T parked my car I’ll try to get home
next weekend.
Love,

them.
The Graphic reports three student
government members comprise the group
and they are checking into several longcomplaints, including hard-toreach student mail boxes inside the bookstore, a confusing sports scoreboard, an in
operative electric sentinel at one parking
standing

lot., and

antiquated

student

government

offices.
*

*

*

Chester A. Boyd, liessly appointed associate director of student actisities at the
University of Miami, has predicted more
student racial demonstrations and unrest
on the Florida campus.
strator was hired part
The Black ad
lv

Sonny

*

*

*

A gripe committee recently was instituted at Pepperdine College to handle
student complaints and to investigate

as

a 1,,nit

demands.

of

Itlaek

situdeut

Union

San Jose’s Good Samaritan
Is Coed Tasneem Fatima
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By FERDINAND FIOFORI
spartan Daily Staff Hritrr
Ali Akbra Aftassi, a SJS
eign exchange student from
Iran, needed one more class to
complete his schedule. Failure
to obtain the additional class
would have resulted in deportation home.
But Ali found a good samaritan, Tasneem Fatima, w h o
gave him three class cards.
Commenting on how overjoyed he has been, Ali said, "I
am very grateful to Tasneem
Fatima who surrendered her
class cards to me, and to the
Spartan Daily for running the
story, and also I am indebted to
those professors isho after reading the story were willing to accept me in their classes."
Tasneem, 21-yeai-old sociology major said, "As a foreign student, I was moved by the news
story, and I felt giving him
three of my extra class cards
might even help to cement better cultural relationship between our two countries.’’
FROM PAKISTAN
She comes from Pakistan. It.
should be recalled that both
Iran and Pakistan, with Turkey,
recently had a Regional Cooperation for Development pact.
Martied to her first cousin,
Tasneem does not use her husband’s la.st name: "to keep up
with the Islamic belief of the
woman’s individuality and independence." she said; "even in
my passport, it is vtTitten
Tasneem Fatima, wife of Viciar
Syed."
She first met her husband
Viqar Syed in India 20 years
ago, before her parents immigrated to Karachi in Pakistan.
They were married in 1965.
Her husband is finishing his
doctoral thesis at Stanford University on "the Engineering
Economic Planning of Public
Works according to the Institutional Setting of Islam."
Tasneem, a devout muslim,
complains that each time she
tells people overehere that she is
Ft muslim, all they want to
know is whether she doesn’t eat
pork or she puts on a veil at
home.
PHENOMENON
"I have always explained that
putting on the veil is not an
Islamic necessity but an urban
phenomenon which had the aim
of bringing up an upper class
distinction and also for the
preservation of sexual purity,"
she said.
Making friends has not been
a difficult thing for Tasneem
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SCTA Barbecue
Date Rescheduled

p for
of a

The Student California Teacher’s A.ssociation has rescheduled
its barbeque for Wednesday, Oct.
to 7 p.m.
23 fmm
The barbeque was originally
scheduled yesterday.
Tickets are $1 Por SCTA
members and $1.25 for nonmembers. They may be purchased in Ed. 325.
Taking place at the harbeque
pits behind the PE building. the
menu Will feature st.eak. salad,
baked beans, french bread, coke,
coffee and ice cream.

Student s plagued by hectic
class schedules. studies and work
can relax and take time to
think in the Yoga and Meditait, in class of the Experimental
Based on the classical yoga
philosophy by Sutra of Patageli.
the class emphasizes non-verbal
meditat ion.
The class, taught by Angelo
Alexander, is open until Thursday.
Interested persons may call
the Experimental College or attend the class from ,1:30 to 6
p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays in Ed 24. Tiler, is a $2.;
fee per semester f
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GOOD
NEWS

Contact Lens Wearers
Ames Contact Lens

INSURANCE
$12.00 ANNUAL PREMIUM
immediate coverage.
Pays doctor for refitting.
Pays laboratory in full.
Protects against every
loss or damage to lenses.
Non -cancellable, no limit
to number of losses.
SENO COUPON BELOW FOR APPLICATION
AMES INSURANCE AGENCY, INC.

P. O. Box 45045
Chicago, Illinois 60645

NAME
STREET
CITY
STATE

ZIP

An ordinary pencil eraser picks up
every smudge, every mistake.The special
surface treatment lets you erase
ro
without a trace. If Eaton’s Corrasable
leaves your papers impeccably neat,
44,
ssa’
what are you waiting for? Get it in light,
medium, heavy weights and Onion
Skin. In 100 -sheet packets and 500- EArows commustE
sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Stores ’TYPEWRITER PAPER
and Departments.
Only Eaton makes CorrasableP

tart-

film camera.
"The cost of sound tin film is
$6.000," Brown went on. "But

EATON’S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Company, Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

1 111..ileVe WP could better serve
the student body. Everybody
knows there is a need for hve
or film coverage these days."

LUIGI’S
PIZZA TREE INN
offers you

COMPLETE 5 COURSE DINNERS
AT A HUGE SAVINGS

NO DINNER OVER $1.45
MENU
io oz. New York steak
f 41)::;;;;’eltti

1571:frink
$1.45
Santa Clara St.

Available at

TASNEEM FATIMA, 21, was the good samaritan who gave three
class cards to Iranian student, Ali Aftassi, to halt his drportation. She is from Karachi, Pakistan, majoring in sociology ar,d
minoring in anthropology. She said she prefers her Shalwar
Qameez Pakistani dress to western mini skirts.

Up with Eaton’s Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper!

king
nem

analyzing program," similar lb
channel seven’s Jack Tannahill,
says 21 -year-old News Editor
Rick Brown. Staff opinions will
be gathered into a half-hour
program called "News Center"
to be heard Friday nights on
KSJS.
The news agency produces
this and three other daily news
programs v,ith only a 13-man
staff of journalism majors.
Like most campus agencies,
Radio and TV news is lacking
funds necessary for the proper
type of coverage. ’The student
-

silitt is now pushing fin’ it sotilin
On

RAY CHARLES

DOWN
WITH
SOILED
SUMMARIES!

Ste’ Th
ewer.
ig,
lions
Lance

c;iiiipus radio and TV
news center RTNC1 has produced a new "interpretive news

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17
Tickets $3.00, $4.00 ond $5.00

but keeping them she said has
been a bit hard since the girls
here are always going out with
their boy friends.
"It is very different back
home," she quipped, "there is
hardly any dating at home.
Parents usually come up with a
suitable boy or girl."
She continued, "on the other
hand, if the imy or girl likes
someone, then one lets the parents
know about it and arrangements
for marriage arc clone by the
parents. When there is dating,
it takes place under the watchful eyes of the parents."
One of her major disappointments in America is seeing that
many people know very little
about her religion. She wished
that seminars on Islamic religion would be frequently held.

SPARTAN DAILTS

Tuesday, October 15, 1968

Thought Time
Offered In Yoga, Radio, TV News Center Will Offer
Meditation Class ’Interpretive Analysis of News’

ONLY 10 MINUTES AWAY

.6- White Rd.
Story Rd.

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE

RD.

PHONE 259.0,396

* LUIGI’S

912 Town Country Village Phone 246-1160
Hours. 10:00-5:30, Sot. 10-5

1480 S. WHITE

( In Dozier Plata)

CLOSED MONDAYS

YOU FORGOT
TO ENROLL IN YOUR
MOST IMPORTANT
CLASS!

tail perfectly with all scholastic classes. And you will find that
the time you put into Reading Dynamics comes back manyfold before the eight weeks are up.
Reading Dynamics is an incredible educational
breakthrough. It’s the definitive rapid reading method in the
world today. Their graduates consistently surpass the 450 to
600 word per minute rates aspired to by conventional reading
courses. Most Reading Dynamics graduates read between 1,000
and 3,000 words per minute. Many go higher, and all understand and appreciate what they read at these staggering speeds.
Free Reading Dynamics Mini -Lesson
How does Reading Dynamics do what we say it does?
That’s for us to know and you to find out ... at one of the free
Reading Dynantics Mini-Lessons listed below. During these
exciting, hour-long sessions, we’ll tell you the naked truth abottt
Reading Dynamics. And since we dress up the bare facts with
some free instruction, you’ll probably leave the Mini-Lesson
reading a little faster than when you came in. Of course, if you
want to read a /ot faster for the rest of your life, youll return
for the full Reading Dynamics course.

And you had better believe it. Because throughout
your college career, you’ll spend over 5,000 hours with your
nose in a book doing just your required reading. That’s if you
are a "normal" student with a reading rate of 250 to 400 words
per minute. And you know, that’s a shame, because if you had
enrolled in the revolutionary Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
course you could save at least 3,700 of those hours.
For five years now the Reading Dynamics Institute
has guaranteed to at least triple your reading speed or refund
your entire tuition. Thousands of Bay Area students have taken
up our offer and are now reading 3 to 10 times faster. Results?
Hundreds, even thousands, of hours of irreplaceable free time
for you to invest as you choose: campus social activities, "want
to" courses, making love not war, raising your grade point average, or a part-time job. Just think, if you could cut 3,700 hours
off your required reading time and invested only 2,500 of those
hours in a job that paid $1.75 an hour, you could earn $4,375.
So wise up. Put the remarkable Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course at the top of your schedule for the new
term. The course takes iust eight weeks and is designed to dove-

SAN JOSE STATE SPECIAL MINI -LESSON REGISTRATION
MORMON RELIGIOUS INSTITUTE
436 E. San Fernando, San Jose

MINI -LESSONS ALSO BEING GIVEN IN:
Reading Dynamics Inst., 1290 N. First St.,
Saturday I 0:30 A.M.
Wednesday thru Friday 3:30 P.M. and 8 P.M.
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 1710 Moorpark Ave. (near San Jose City
College), Wednesday 10:00 A.M., 1:00 P.M., 3:00 P.M. & 8:00 P.M.
PALO ALTO Reading Dynamics Inst., Stanford Professional Cnir..
Thursday & Friday 3:30 P.M. & 8 P.M.
770 Welch Rd.,
Saturday 10:30 A.M.
SAN FRANCISCO Reading Dynamics Inst., Fox Plaza, 1300
Market St., Wednesday thru Friday 3:30 P.M.,
& 8:00 P.M., Saturday 10:30 A M.
ENROLL NOW BEFORE TUITION INCREASES
LAST CHANCE TO ENROLL IN FALL CLASSES

SAN JOSE

PERFORMANCE WARRANTY
The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
pledges to increase a student’s reading efficiency by at least three times. The Institute
will refund a pupil’s entire tuition if, after
completing minimum class and study requirements, he fails to triple his reading efficiency
as measured by our beginning and ending
tests. Reading efficiency combines rate and
comprehensionnot speed alone.

DR-11

EviTry wool)
READING
NAMICS
INSTITUTE

Eyeettflvie Offices
Oakland
1924 Franklin St
535.4200

San Francisco
Fos Plaza
1390 Market St.
626.7095

San lose
1290 N first
29311881

Palo Alto
7 tel Weleh Road
327.1991

Berkeley
2118 MilvIe
549.0211

Walnut Creek
1373 Locust St.
533-1837

Sacrament.)
2013 I St.
444-8277

Santa Rose
1212 4th St.
542-6647

Fresno
465-11605

St

San Rafael
Metropolitan Bide.
668 Las Galleries
479.4070

I
I
I

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute, Dept. se
1924 Franklin St., Oakland, Cal. 94612
0 Please sand descriptive fold1 and schedule 04
classes in my 6r..
n Please tend information on coenony classes.
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Six Faculty
To Perform
Tonight
Selections by Beethoven, Mozart,

Danzi

and

Ribayaz

will

highlight a SJS Music Department faculty recital tonight at
8:15 in Concert Hall.
Clement Hutchinson will play
clarinet, Dr. Vernon Read, bassoon; Nancy Gustayson, hatp;
Dr. Gibson Walters, violin; Albert

MON
ONIt VUdV

GUITARIST Stanley Buetens playing his -serious instrument."

Guitarist Stanley Buetens,
New Sound for Music Dept.
awe clas.ses, he is helping to
develop the technique of intermediate and advanced guitar
students. It is the first time
that guitar instruction has been
offered at SJS, other than in an
evening extension course.
His appointment as an assistant professor is unique through_
-

By MIKE MULFORD
Fine Arts Writer
Stanley Buetens, a concert
guitarist recently acquired by
the Music Department, has assumed a rare position in the
college community.
Teaching Music 64 :0.1 134,
stringed instrument

Puzzle Causes Puzzle
te

"AMBIGUOUS COROLLA," a 20-inch-square Fig saw puule
representing the painting of the same name by Claudia Carrel,
is in the science and technology library to offer students "a break
in study routines." Fred Semon, acting head of the science and
technology library, says he brought the most difficult puzzle he
could find "to see if students would tackle it." Individuals taking
five-minute breaks and groups of three or four work on the puzzle. Others use it as a place "to kibitz," said Semon.

SHEBA DANCING WITH HER

JIMMY MAMOU
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out the country, where cullegiate
music departments and solo
guitarists have rarely mixed.
"We are trying to establish
a good pedagogy - practice of
teaching --- for the guitar like
any other instrument," Buetens
said. "This is taken for granted
on piano, but is not perfected
for guitar"
’ACCEPTED’
"The guitar has only been accepted us a serious instrument
in the last 20 years or so," he
explained. "Even five years ago,
Andres Segovia, the world’s leading classical guitarist, had trouble getting concerts."
The 37-year-old artist has
been playing guitar for about
23 years. "I heard it often when
I was younger," he said, "took
it up and liksd it immediately."
Ife explained that students
today are searching for freedom
of expression and how his
courses are nut designed tu litnit
it with excessive drill.
"Ilovvever," he said, "some of
the more traditional techniques.
such :is building fingers, are
stressed. These increase a student’s skill. When he wants to
try something new, he has the
freedom and the ability to do
i t."
’TREMENDOUS’
Commenting on Bueten’s appointment, Dr. W. Gibson Walters, head of the SJS Music
Department, said, "Stanley Buetens has a tremendous reputation with the lute and guitar.
We are very fortunate to have
a man of his stature."
"It is also an important medium of in.struction which the
Music Department has made a
special effort to establish for
qualified students," he said,
adding that perfurmance classes,
such as Music 64 and 134, am
available primarily to music majors as space in classes is usually
limited.
Buetens has a B.A. from
Quetns College in New York
and an M.A. fmm Stanford. He
has toured the United States
and Canada for five years as a
soloist and with the "Stanley
Iitietens Lute Trio." He has
soloed with the Chicago Symphony, the New York Virtuosi
and with Leopold Stokuwski at
the City Center.
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INDY
GLORIA
SUNNY
KAREY
MARILYN
LUNCHES AND
DINNERS SERVED
DAILY IN OUR
MODERN
DINING
ROOM!

AMATEUR NITE EVERY WED.

THE BRASS RAIL
160 Mt. View-Alviso

Road Near Lockheod

r-

NEW! EVERY TUES. 1
MALE AMATEUR NITE

Gillis,

00ill

and

Donald

Homuth. cello.
Hutchinson, at SJS since 1940,
teaches Advanced Orchestral Instrtunents and Conducting. In
past years, he has vvorked with
Metto-Goldwyn-Mayer and Vs’arner Brothers studio orchestras
in Southern California.
Dr. Read. teaching Musicianship and Form and Analysis, Ls
a noted bassoonist. He has performed under the batons of
Pierre Monteu.x and Leopold
Stokowski.
Admission to tonight’s perfomumee is free.

Film Making a Craft
’’We’re
things,

do

two

abstract

de-

lealning

painting

to

signs on clear film with colored
oil -based
images

ink,
on

and

form in g

by scratching

film

the emolsion off with a knife,"
said a woman from San Fernondo, one of a number who attended the cinematography
workshop held at SJS this weekend.
The workshop in cinematography was one of nine offered
Friday and Saturday at the
Southwest Regional Conference
of the American Craftsmen’s
Council (ACC’, held at SJS Oct.
10 thmugh 13.
The conference, called "Real
and Unreal, Reel and Unreel,"
included professional craftsmen,
teachers, and students from six
states.
Lectures and demonstrations
by teachers and craftsmen from
SJS and other institutions focused on new materials, new
techniques. and new forms of expression in ctafts media and
film making.
Participants like the San Fernando woman in the cinematography workshop, which was
headed by Bill High, a photog-

WE ARE OPEN AGAIN!

I:00 A.M.
’til
10:30 P.M.

raphy instructor at Laney College in Oakland, experienced
techniques used in film making,
and use of camera equipment.
An Arizona man, wito was
creating a movement sequence
of a tree and birds, frame-by frame by animating or scratching the emolsion off the film,
called his craft a technique of
"no-cainefa movie making, using
only film arid a projector, nu
camera."

Ray Charles
To Play at Civic
Ray Charles, "soul’ musician,
will give his only I3ay Area performance Thuisday evening at
8:30 in San JuSL. eiVie AUMLori um.
Scheduled to appear on the
same show with Charles are
"The Raelettes."
Tickets, $3, $4, and $5, are
available at the San Jose Box
Office.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fete0,000.1

Studio Hours
Give Students
Stab at Acting
Stuslents interested in trying
a hand at acting have an opportunity csery week during the
Drama
Hum’s,

Department’s

Studio

according to Dr.

SCIENTOLOGY
You can be happy
again
CALI. 211-3998
3250 MrKINNEIN
SANTA CLARA

Tuesday
thru
Sunday

WIDE OVAL TIRE SALE
4 ply tested

Yes! After remodeling for 7 months. we’re open again tv
el..
you with GI, 1.15ddi 10* pr;ces. Stop by fur d snack
today!

HOWARD’S CRYSTAL CREAMERY
7th and Santa Clara

Bie, fabric on campus, Cone durable press
Corduroy with KODEL . Goes from early
classes to evening bashes wtthout losing its crisp
tailored look. VAN HEUSEN chose Cone
co’rcturoy -50% kodel* polyester/50Veottcn,t or these helt loop slacks. Antelope, Green, Brown,- Whiskey. Sizes: .29-42. Around $9.00.
Guile all cotton Coi duroy shirt by Van Heuseir
around $6.00. Sizes: S -M -L. Make sure
the faiAtic .;ag saya Cone Corduroy and
p casual. At fine stores evetywitem,
Mille
fiikt!titmadwe
N,Y.C1001.

E 70

Paul

Daiee, professor of drama.
Student directins are responsible for all phasese of producincluding casting, said
tion.
Davee. Non-drama majors as
well as majors are welcome to
participate, he added.
Studio Hour curtain time is
:1:30 Thursday afternoon at
which time scenes from plays
are presented. dramatic readings unfold. and other activities uf interest to drama students take place, said Davee.
"Students learn how to direct
by doing rather than talking,"
he cont inued. "Many Studio Hour
productions turn out to be very
good, Some of the best work
e.rne mit of them."
seon

at 130 m.p.h.

’24"

PLUS
lAXES

BOB’S UNION SERVICE
Corner of Eith and Santa Clara

tuntday, October 1S, IfIttn

Spot
chef:4
By
MIKE ELVITSKY
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Well, here I ana in old Nlexico and brother,
are things fouled up down here.
My hotel turns out to he a house of prostitution that was
raided at 4 a.m. Monday. As if that weren’t enough, I made the
mistake of brushing my teeth with real Meixcan water.
Everyone down here looks like Desi Arnaz or Caesar Romero.
The Mexican government broke up a black market on Olympic
tickets Sunday, saving about 5100 f
the black market.
Even outside the stadium the plainclothes officials are arresting
their own countrymen for selling tickets above cosi.
lit attending the gantes Sunday it appears that Cuba will
seserely test the Americans in the sprint races. Pablo Monies,
Enrique Figueroia, and Lennox Miller all were timed in 10
seconds fiat for 100 meters, being matched only by Charlie
Greene of the USA. Mel Pender and Jimmie Hines were both
timed in 10.1., and although the difference is small it’s enough
to make a difference for the gold medal.
Little
ItirtillesZ gave the Mexicans something to cheer
ahout as he finished fourth in the 10,000 meter run. Martinez
led for the last few laps hut fell behind the Kenyan and Ethiopian r
.rs in the final lap. Juan is only 19 years old.
The Mexican cab drisers can drive you out of your mind with
their antics. Yesterday there was a 19-car pile-up on Refornta
Boulevard 200, which helped add to the track problem.
%mit the only people who drink tile water are the Aztecs
ind their
.
Ni,.,

Unbeaten Spartans
Face UOP Tonight
The undefeated Spartan varsity soccer eleven host the University of Santa Clara tonight at
eight in Spartan Stadiurn.
The junior varsity will precede
the varsity at six against Ohlene
unior College. This is Ohlene’s
rst season of competition.
The JC squad nearly pulled an
ipset off last season when they
ost a squeaker to the Spartans
-O.
The Mission boys carry a 2-1
1111r-

record into the tilt with victories
over the University of California
at Santa Cruz 3-1 and UC at Hayward 6-2. The only Bronco loss
was to the tough University of
California 2-1.
The Broncos led C’al 1-0 in the
third quarter when the Bears finally tied the game. Cal didn’t
score again until late in the final
period against the strong Sr’
defense.
Spartan’s 4-0 record includes
16-0 and 6-0 whitewashings of
UC at Santa Cruz and Cal Poly
of San Luis Obispo respectively,
STEAMROLL UOP

JULIE MENENDEZ
. Perfect Season?

ribe Upsets
JS Runners
Somebody forgot to tell Stanford
at SJS, USC and San Diego
tate are the cross-country powers
the West Coast.
The big three were supposed to
iinate the Sacramento Inviitional held last weekend, but it
as surprising Stanford which ran
me with the team trophy.
The Indians nipped USC for the
:im title by a point, Stanford
ving 49 points.
San Diego State finished third
th 53 puints while SJS was a
slant fourth with 118 points.
Stanford received a big fourth
ace finish from Brook Thomas
d a balanced attack which feared seventh, eighth, 14th and
th place finishes to capture the
own.
The top S.IS finisher was Byron
nvrey who came in Ulth for
e Spartans. Darold Dent. like
%Try, an All-American perform finished 19th to pace the Stamm
hteir fourth place finish.
The defeat doesn’t spell dister for the Spartan team since
-ich Ernie Bullard’s squad is
ooting for an NCAA champion p and hasn’t reached top form.
The NCAA meet is late in the
ar and Bullard, fearing his team
ight reach its peak too soon,
icated his team would peak late
d promised "we’ll be late com."
Ole Olson of USC won the macollege division race, running
e aim -mile course in 21 minutes.
Ike Seller... if:. ur litil! was
ma And
Tom Da
.un was third.

The powerful SJS soccer team
steamrolled the University of Pacific 17-1 in Spartan Stadium Saturday night.
Little Mani Hernandez led the
varsity with six goals which tied
a Spartan record fOr goals in a
single contest held by Fred Nourzad and Ed Storch.
Coach Julie Menendez praised
Mani for his fine play by saying,
"I just can’t say enough for this
fellow. This was Mani’s best game.
The cmwds like to watch Mani
because he always does something
when he gets the ball."
In rounding out the scoring,
Storch had five, Ahmad Bayati
four, Art Romswinckel one, and
Hubbard Taylor one.
Storch, who was an honorable
mention All -America pick last
season, and Hernandez lead the
team in scoring.
UOP, who WaS held to a handful of shots, scored their only
goal on a penalty kick.
In commenting about the garne
Menendez said, "We had a gOod
night. We started out at a really
fast pace and before long they
had all but been put out of the
contest. UOP couldn’t seetn to get
past our defense. The UOP game
told the story of the season. We’ve
been playing together a.s a team
all year and the results are bearing out."
BAVATI STARS
The Spartan varsity has looked
good all season. They have taken
an average of 38 goal attempts per
game. A major reason for SJS’s
productivity has been the fine playmaking of right -half Ahmad
Bayat
Preceding the UOP tilt, the SJS
junior varsity held the St. Mary’s
varsity to a 3-3 tie.
Menendez singled out freshman
Gary O’Dell, who is from Ayer
High School in San Jose, and Jim
St. Clair for their outstanding
performances this season.
One of the highlights of the
collegiate soccer season this year
will be the San Jose State Invitational Soccer Tournament on
Oct. 25 and 26 In Spartan Stadium.
The tournament field will have
the power-laden University of San
Francisco, the University of British Columbia, the University of
Calitinbia, and the hosting San
Jose Sidle Coilege Spartans
ut this ariting, (Ise claire-,
field is undefeated.
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Poloists Rip South

cpecial Purcheme Sale!
MEDITATION DRESSES
o,_ 114 01111;11 _‘71,

EL TEC Lila

There’s no rest for the wicked Walton praised.
Likins is the Spartan’s All-Ameror SJS water polo players.
In picking out individuals, Wal- ican goalie.
After completing the most sue- ton had praise for every player.
"Bill Gerdts and Dan Landon
eessful road trip in the school’s "Belli did an outstanding job de- did a real fine job defensively
120 W. MAIN ST., LOS GATOS 354-9043
history, coach Lee Walton kind his fensively. And Bob Likins did a while Greg Hind tut tied in a strong
11-5:30 p.m. Tuesday -Saturday
Spartans don’t even have time to real fine job over the two days." performance on offense," he added
accept the veell deserved plaudits
before they plunge back into the
’69 Camaro SS Sport Coupe, plus RS equipment
heart of the schedule.
On the road swing, the Spartans
dumped ITC Santa Bitibarit 10-6
last Friday and then bounced back
for a 7-6 win over highly regarded
USC.
The victory over Santa Barbara
was expecte(’ since the Spartans
have never lost to them. But thel
USC win had to rate as a big plus
for the Spartan.s.
The win. which makes the Spar-;
tans 6-1 on the year, can’t be I
sr,*
savored by SJS since they must
face tough Irvine Friday afternoon
at 3:30 in the DeAnza College Pool.
’as Si,
Irvine is the only undefeated college water polo team in Southern
California.
DeAnza college can be reached
by following San Carlos St. which
turns into Stevens Creek. The
school is on the corner of Stevens
Creek and Spelling in Cupertino.
Greg Hind continues to pace the;
team offensively. Again.st Santa
Barbara he poured in three goals1
as the Spartans jumped to an early
lead and r em a in ed in front
throughout the contest.
Bruce Prefontaine, who is developing into the top sprint man
in the college ranks, added two
points a.s did Dennis Belli.
Tim Halley and Hind topped the
Spartans in the big USC triumph.
As in the Santa Barbara win, SJS
jumped to an early lead and managed to stay ahead of the pressing
Trojans. Both Spartans fired in
two goals.
Walton praised the entire team
for the twin wins.
"It was just a ttemendous effort
by the team. Every starter scored,"
Some people have a hard time including Hugger Orange, which your headlights when you hold the
windshield washer button in.
is wild.
communicating with youth.
It is: Still wider and weightier
It is: Full of new features
Not us.
We just bring on the 1969 including bigger outlets for the than the rival sportster we’re too
Astro Ventilation, a 210-hp stand- polite to name.
Camaro, then tell it like it is.
You should drive a 1969 Camaro
It is: Restyled inside and out ard V8, and st lock for the steering
with a new grille, new bumpers, column, ignition and transmission at your Chevrolet dealer’s the
first chance you get.
new parking lights, new in-aru- lever.
Ev;:n if you’re 42.
It is: Available with a little
ment panel, new steering wheel,
Putting you first, keeps us first.
new striping, and new colors device that automatically washes

GM

Uzi

Ask the kid who owns one.

rid 11’
Seeldng
Ivener"

In an effort to even their won loss record, the Spartan eleven
will meet the New Mexico Lobos
Saturday at 1:30 at the University
of New Mexico.
The Spartans, 1-2 this season,
will try and bounce back after suffering a 46-0 defeat to nationally
ranked California, and drawing a
bye in their schedule last week.
New Mexico has lost 14 straight
football games dating back to last
season. Last Sa turd ay , Utah
dropped the Lobos 30-7, extending
the streak to 0-5 for 1968.
"I though we played well early
in the game until a couple of careless mistakes cost us the contest,"
said New Mexico coach Rudy
Feldman.
David Bookert is the biggest
New Mexico rushing threat. He
gained 125 yards on the ground
against Utah bringing his total to
400 yards in five games.
As the season wears on, the injury list continues to grow for
the Spartan.s. Linebacker Bill Vasquez suffered torn ligaments in his
left knee against (Tal and underwent surgery last week.
AI Saunders was also ruled out
for the season due to head injuries.
He had missed the Cal game, but,
it had been hoped that he might
see some action later in the season.
The Spartans and Lobos have
met five times previously. San
Jose holds a 4-1 edge in the series.
Last year, in their finest showing
of the season, the Spartans
trouneed New Mexieo 5214,
6:111111110110111011111111M01101111111Ps
ri

intramurals g

T(Xlay’s frit ternit y touch -foot ball schedule finds TXi vs. SNit,
PIKA vs. ATO, SAE vs. SPE, TC
vs. LCA, DSP vs. SX, and SPI vs.
DU, All games begin at 3:45 on
the South campus fields.
Results of last Thursday’s games:
SAE 19, DU 0; TC 21, PiKA 6; SX
7, SPi
7, DSP 0; SPE 8,
SNu 6: LCA by forfeit against
TXi. In 11 league action. SEP heat
DSP, 32-0, and ATO and DU had
a double forfeit.
Participants in the tennis tournament should cheek the infra.
min d Isitt,1111 isiard tor
1 the third i.,iitst, which
will be pidyed today.

n; ATo

Graduating engineers

You can be part
of the man-in-the-sea
program or help build
the next generation
of nuclear submarines
at the San Francisco
Bay Naval Shipyard.

/
Commander Scott Carpenter, Astronaut turned Aquanaut, in
SEA LAB III, built at the Hunters Point site, San Francisco
Bay Naval Shipyard.

4k

1.
A nuclear submarine going down the ways at the San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard in August, 1968. It was the 509th
ship to be launched at the Mare Island facility.
Enjoy unmatched potential for profassional growth.
At the San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard you may
help build a new vehicle for the man-in -the-sea program. Or work on other deep submergence vehicles
such as the deep-diving bathyscaph, TRIESTE II. You
may build nuclear submarines or convert aircraft carriers. Or you may develop systems and equipment for
cargo replenishment -at -sea.
Apply your talents to important programs in nuclear
power, ship structures, electrical systems, electrOniC
systems, marine design, mechanical design, welding,
quality assurance, and plant utilization.
Live in the famed Bay area. San Francisco Bay

Naval Shipyard has two work sites 40 miles apart:
Hunters Point in San Francisco and Mare Island in
Vallejo, California. Each location has ready accesS to
the cultural adVantages of San FranciscO. All types of
recreation from surfing in the Pacific
to skiing in the Sierras are within easy
driving distance. Tuition payment plan
for advanced degrees enables you to
continue your professional growth by
attending classes at one of the many
outstanding colleges and universities
located nearby. Full Civil Service
benefits with regular salary increases.

Representative on Campus
Friday, October 18
for interview. contact your placement office.
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Festivcd Planned Oct. 26

Biafran Student Keeps Smiling,
Working for War-Torn Country

’Activist’ Executive
Carey McWilliams
Speaks Tomorrow

"A guy who studeets
stand." according to reports from
the Berkeley campus, is Carey
McWilliams, professor of political
science at Brooklyn College.
McWilliams, who is stumping
By PAT WANEK
the nation’s campuses on behalf
Spartan Daily Feature Editor
of Bieber! H. Humphrey, will
There’s a war going on in Biafra.
speak in Morris Dailey Auditorwar is with
Louis Ogbowl is au SP.; Biafran student ulio seems always tu be smiling. lint the
ium at 9:30 tomorrow morning.
McWilliams is the son of Carey
him.
his
Ishii
hail
built
it
Ile
home.
McWilliams, who rose to national
or what was hie
He is thousands uf miles from his
prominence
during the 1930’s and
now
savings and more than likely it’s 1.
40’s With the publication of his
alive.
imother
Ile doesn’t esen know if his
books, "Factories in the Field" and
has received
well as people he doesn’t know,
Existing on money donated by friend,
"111 Fares the Land."
$3UU and has been told he again
The elder McWilliams is editor
ram expect about an. same amount
of Nation Magazine and is known
soon.
for his extreme indignation of the
If the money runs out he will
persecution of racial and social
be out of school, followed by deminorities.
portation to Nigeria. And that
The younger McWilliams’ visit
means immediate execution by the
SJS is sponsored by the Young
Nigeria military government.
Democrats and the Political SciHe has led an active life since
ence Department.
his iuTival in the United States in
1966. After nearly two years at
Foothill College, Louis tran.sferret
to SJS this fall. Carrying 18 units
with a major in marketing hasn’t
stopped him from several activities
designed to raise money for Biafra
As Bifran Student Association
spokesman, Louis has led fund
drives. a dinner, a party, even
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
demon.strations against the British
Francisco.
YOUR PUPPIES and kittens
US
San
GIVE
Embassy in
and we will find them a good home.
LOBBY ING
Phone 272.2398. (Up to 3/rno. old).
ORGANIST & LEAD GUITAR wanted
He has traveled to New York
for Me Jaguars. Must be experienced
and Washington to lobby, his most
in Hard Rock, must sing. Call Barry at
recent trip last April.
257 1600 or 287-2651.
The purpose of his actions was
LOCAL LITERARY REVIEW needs
"to keep the United States front
Poetry, fiction, topical es.
,
becoming involved in the war anti
Sencl S.A.S.E. to ANOMALY, 370
S 20.1, St. San Jose or contact Ken
to see if the Senate would biing
297-7474 eves.
i
the Biarfran issue before tht
United
AUTOMOTIVE :21
A Biafran festival, with mum,

Job Interviews
January graduates rosy sign
up fur appointment* in tier
Plaeensent t’enter, 122 S. Ninth
St., Building AA. Signupsi begin
each Tuesday before and up to
the day of the interview.

FRIDAY (Oct. 111)
Mattel, loc., Toymakers. Majors,
1E, Ind. Tech.
Majors, BA 13S, MA/MS, liu.s.
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph.
Admin., Engr., Physics, Math.
Majors, BS/EA, MS MA, Bus.
Pacific" Telephone a Teleglraph. Admin., Engr., Physics, Math.
THLRSDAY (Oct 17)
Paettlx. Telephone

Telepgraph.

Pacific Telephone & Telegraph.
(W’omen) Majors, BS/MS.
Western Electric Company, Inc. (Women) Majors, BS MS.
Western Electric Company, Inc.
Majors, BS MS, EE, 1E, ME, Math,
Recruiting.
Majors, BS/MS, EE, IE, ME, Math,
Bus. Mgmt., Acctg., Ind. Rel.,
Bus. Mgmt., Acctg., Ind. Rel.,
Mktg., I.T.
Mktg., I.T.

TUESDAY, 1A’EDNESIDAY
(Oct. 15, 16)
U.S. Navy
Barracks 13.

Officer

Class Subject
Is ’Bankruptcy’

Now At The New Tangent

"Bankruptcy of Sociology," a
F-xperimental College class,
meets tonight, not Monday as
previously reported. Convening at
7 in D11219, the lecture-seminar
series attempts to analyze present
sociological theories and propose
new concepts, according to Experimental College Class Coordinator Bent Junker.

Flamenco
(Ballet de Madrid)
Every Wednesda y
9:00 & 10:45 p.m.

Chamber Music
Every Thursday 9:00 p.m.

New Tangent
117 University Ave., Palo Alto
Minors Welcome
Res. & Info. 325-8488

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Vetordipoq

Spartan Daily Classifieds

and dances from the country now
struggling bitterly for its independence from Nigeria, is plimned
for Oct. 26. However, there has
-Ph_to
Wa/ne Nicholls
been some problem finding a location where the group will not be
LOUIS OGBOGU, leader of the Biafran Student Association and
charged for its use.
a student at SJS, came to the United States two years ago. He
Louis also has made television
is a former Nigerian athlete and holds the present African shotappearruices presenting hts views
put record. His only income is donations from friends and
on the Biafran situation and has
strangers. Should the money stop coming, he will be out of school
spoken over radio and to private
and consequently deported to Nigeria where he will face execugroups. "I’m doing the best I can,"
tion immediately upon arrival.
he said regarding efforts to raise
funds.
"With 18 units I really have no
Bine for a job," he said. That’s
not to mention the knee injury which he received last month durTau Delta l’hl, 7:30 p.m., HE3.
TODAY
ing SJS football practice - - that
Dr. William Dusel will be guest
Phrateres International, 4 p.m.,
has given him trouble.
speaker.
Also, first semester foreign stu- JC221. All nledges must attend.
Newman Center, 7:30 p.m., 79 S
dents are prohibited by regulation
Latter Day Saint Student Assoto take employment.
ciation, 8 p.m., 436 E. San Fer- Fifth St. Marriage preparation
nando St. «lownstairst Ralph course. Father Larg,ente and FaSPORTS tX3UNCIL
open the course:
former congressman front ther Young
Before coming to the United Harding,
will speak on "Your Po- with a discussion on the "Theology
States Louis was a member of Idaho,
Responsibility." All students of Marriage."
the Nigerian Sports Council, the litical
Newman Center, 11:30 a.m. to
governing body equal to the AAU. welcome.
Rally Committee, 4:30 p.m., 1:30 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St. Spaghetti
But there were disagreements be- All you can eat for 40
tween the council and Louis cm PER279. All members, interested Feed
policies a nd administration of students and otheis who have sug- cents.
gestions and vtould like to parSports in Nigeria.
Japanese & American Students
"I felt I had the experience to ticipate in committees to improve Organization. 5 p.m., 33 S. Sixth
spirit
of
SJS
are
invited.
the
exsupport my positions," he
St., Apt. #4. Anyone who is inplained. And indeed he did.
Spanish Club, 7 p.m., CH2.35. Dr. terested in planning tor "Tokyo
captain
was
LOULS
star,
A track
Milton Andersen, evil spent the Night" please attend.
of the Nigetian team in several in- summer in Cuba, will speak on
MS Chess Club, 1:30 p.m., Colterrustional competiticms for many "C’uba Today." All students welincluding lege Union lounge. All campus
years and participated in the come.
Refreshments,
chess tournament. Faculty and
Olympic Games from 1960-1964.
Mexican bread, will be servect
students welcome.
"I started physical education in
The 31arketing Club, 7:30 p.m.,
England," he said. And today he Zorba’s Restaurant, 1350 S. BasYotmg Republhans. 12:15 p.m.,
still holcts the African shot put com Ave. Professor B. J. Norwood Seventh Street. Lamy Fargher will
record which stands at "about 54 slide presentation, "The Soviet speak on his candidacy for U.S.
feet 6 inches."
Union: Eyewitness Perspective Congress.
But bad administration of Ni- 1968." Admission only by free
Epsilon Pi Tau, 4 to 7 p.m., SJS
gerian sports brought him here to tickets available in Buildings 0 &
Bar-B -Q Pits on Seventh Street.
try another course.
members.
R and from club
All faculty and students are welNow he is fighting a battle far
Delta Phi Upsilon, 7 p.m., ED- come to this chicken Bar-B-Q.
from the bloodshed at home. But
108. Plans for the flea market sale Tickets are available in the Init is really the same battle.
rind activities for the year to be dustrial Studies office, room 111
"I live or die by this war," he
said. And it shows - even through discussed.
THURSDAY
Newman Center, 7 to 10 p.m.,
his smile.
Mexican-American Student Con79 S. Fifth St. "Newman Nite," a
discuss-in on "G od. Religion. federation, 7:30 p.M., Newman
Church- -Who Needs Them?" Also Center, 79 S. Fifth St. General
ping-pong, pool, music, and re- Meet ing.

Spartaguide

Health Sciences
Adds New Studies
For Grad Students

f reslunent s.

(’
mission for Inter-Cultural
Education, ti p.m., Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Racism: The Death
Of a Nation Film Series. The film
The Health Science Department is ’Take ’rhis Hammer."
Alpha Eta Sigma Accounting
has added a graduate program this
semester, according to Dr. L. Rich- Lab, 7 to 9:30 p.m., LC118. Assistard Bonvechio, department chair- ance to all students needing help
with accounting assignments.
man.
With 27 students in the new
United Campus Christian Mingraduate pmgram, SJS offers one istry, 1:30 p.m., Cafeteria A.
of the largest programs in health Luncheon for the Rev. Emmet
ecience in the nation.
who is leaving for Connecticutt.
In other developments, Bonvec- Please bring your OWD lunch.
hio announced the hiring of Dr.
Wesley-UCCM, 12:30 p.m., St.
Dwight Bissell, former chief medi- Paul’s Methodist Church, 10th.and
cal officer Dar the city of San San Salvador Streets. Guest speakJose. Bissell has just returned er every Tuesday. Hot lunch costs
from two years of overseas service 35 cents.
in Ethiopia.
With a baccalaureate degree in TOMORROW
Kaydett Corps, 3:30 p.m., Machealth science, students can elect
to work in public health depart- Quarrie Hall, third floor. Rush tea
rnents, in voluntary health agen- for all interested coeds.
ADS and GAX, 3 p.m., JC conCies, or cart continue their education to get a credential in sec- ference room. Program discussion.
ondary or junior college teaching All students interested in advertising are urged to attend.
UM.

’65 TR-4, Iminaculaie, svrewheels, many
extras, green. Must sell this week. $1800.
Jim Martin at 294-6019.
1960 RAMBLER American. $125. Coll
377.4665.
’60 VOLKSWAGEN w/sunroof, runs
good. needs work. $300. 286-3099.
’67 YAMAHA 305cc, 29.5 HP. 100
M.P.H., 5 speed, only 2500 mi. Make
offer, call 248.8635 or 286.1357.
1968 KAWASAKI 120cc. $350 + Bell
Mag Helmet - 7 1/8. Call now at
354-6170 after 6:00 p.m.
OLDS ’65 CUTLASS F-85. Ex. cond.
Stk., ps.. r/h, ww, original owner. $1850.
Call 286-9925.
’65 A. H. SPRITE. Excellent cond. Must
sell. Call 241-4748 evenings.
’62 SPRITE, $300. Needs valve job. Call
Pat. 287.5186.
FIAT SPORTS CONV. 4.on.the.floor,
59. radio, heater, good motor, rear
er d eeds replacing. $60. Spartan Class’
2 5. Stevens.
63 TR4. R idials, new interior and car.
1 to sell, sacrifise. $1295.
HONDA 305 Suoerha.k. looks
like new. $525. Call Tom
i. 264.4347.
’68 MUSTANG Fastback. White. auto,
,--iisc
brakes. 289, 50,000 mi.
war, $7.
Terry 287-2486.
4-SPEED FALCON SPRINT. 2 dr. ht.
shocks and brakes. r/h.
2", r;
like a Falcon. Call after
6. 24 , 7. ’
1959 CHEVY. Good engine. $100 or
best -:.
4 door. Call 245-2893.
BULTACO ’67 Campera I75cc. Mint
rr.extras. low miles. Aslant;
$4
!,1
.1 295-3878.
47 HARLEY, wIth ’47 rebuilt engine.
Be,
,
-estored, runs perfe-rly.
t 298-7944.
’SS VW BUS. Good condition. Built in
Bed & cabinets. $575. 297-6696.
l967

CAMERMAN reeied to shoot 16 mfr.,.
short student fiim. 2 days. work. Cell
2E6-5746.
DISHWASHERS WANTED, 5 nights a
week, contact Jerry Talburt, 148 S.
11 th St. 297-9976.
NEED ROCK OR FOLK group to play
at Airline party Oct. 25th. Contact
West
Airlines
Air
Chuck
Banfe,
243.8040.
CHINESE WAITERS - Busboys wonted.
Waikiki village. 15466 San Jose - Lot
Gatos Rd. Call 356-9164.
COLLEGE GIRLS PART-TIME
Office parings in San Jose. Need
evenings. Pleasant work. No experience
necessary. $2 per hour to start. Call
287-6771.
MALE AND FEMALE
8325 per hour
After short training pericd. Hours flexible. Servicing customers in San Jose.
Requirements: Neat appearance, car
& phone. Fuller Brush Co. Mr. Osborne,
264-0699.
RIDE OPERATORS weekerd and Holiday Work. Apply in person - Frontier
Village.

THE INTERNATIONAL HOUSE. !Vcw
rent ng for male and females. 596 S.
10th or call 293-9877.
I OR 2 PEOPLE needed to share un.
usual mountain home. Follow Almaden
22170 Alamitos Road.
Exp. extension
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share
apt. with 2 others. $38. Come see us.
442 S. Sth #3. Call 298.1604.
CLEAN, Newly painted 2 bedroom unfurn. apts. Carpeting, garbage disposal,
stove & refrig., drapes, laundry facil.
One or two children OK. 5 mins. from
SJSC. 293.5995
ROOMMATE needed for house. $47
per month - call 297.7497.

STUDENT TYPING in Iny home. Fast,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
Phone 244-6581.
NEW PEGGY’S .
. ANCIENT SUEDE
LEATHER FUR. Open daily 12-7 p.m.
1408 Market nr. 10th S.F. 552-0168.
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, theses, etc.
Reasonable. Will edit. All work guaranteed. 294.3772.
HAIRCUTS $1.00. San Jose Barber College, 145 West Santa Clara St. San
Jose.
TRANSPORTATION 19)

RIDE FROM SJS to east side SJ at
WANTED: GIRL (over 21) to share 2 3:30 p.m. MF. Share expenses. Call
bedrm., 2 bath luxury apt. I bik. from 251-5248 evenings.
school. $57.50/mo. 287.0742.
PERSONALS 171
LOST AND FOUND 161

BECOMING ENGAGED/ But unsure
LOST: Gentle sm. gray striped fem. about the diamonds? Learn about it
cat with collar near 4th and Reed. Fond before any purchase. If you like, design
your own ring. Quality diamonds at low
of her! Please call 297-9164.
prices. Contact Jim Self at 286.0904
LOST: Tortoise Shell Kitten near 7th and
Reed on Saturday nits Oct. 5th. Please DO YOU WANT TO DOUBLE your
reading speed with good comprehen
call 287.5029. Generous reward.
sion7 Call Jim 294-8080.
HOUSING t
FOUND: Pekinese/Cocker mis. Answer,
to Skipper. Found Thurs. eve on 9ti,
SR, or GRAD: Pr,vate room or rm. + Call 287.3631.
Bd. 2 blocks from Library. Call Rick
a+ 739-7447.
SERVICES (8,
DESPERATELY NEED female roommate
to share 2 bdrrn. apt. 15 mins. to RENT A STEREO OR TY FROM
State - Carpool - 259.6867 after 6. ESCHE’E. Fres delivery, free service.
FEM.ROOMMATE needed to share a No contract. Call 251-2598.
rm. w/kit priv. Newly furn and painted. TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.
419 N. 5th 293-9453.
experienced & fart. Phone 269-8674.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Esporiapartment with same. Grad. student enced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2
preferred. $35/mo. Call 297.6271.
mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslanien. 298-4104.
MALE ROOMMATE - $60/mo. to EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elecshare one bdrm. apt. with Soph. with tric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
pool. 620 S. 9th #2 after 1:30.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
ROOMS FOR RENT for males. $45/mo.
CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
close to campus, quiet surroundings. rings for
getting engaged, married.
397 So. Ilth St.
sharing water. George Larimore. Old
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed. 2 Town. Los Gatos. 354-8804.
bedrm./2 bath. $57.50’mo. Call 287- FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES,
54.62 or 296.8396. 2 blocks from cam- Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
pus.
styles. 948- I 78 I.
ROOMMATE NEEDED: Female to share TYPING - electric, experienced, 40c
with 3 others. I Ith Street. 286-4340.
per page, 10c per carbon. 266-4527.

To Place
an ad:

Come to:

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

FOR SALE 131

Tues.-Thurs.

FENDER JAG. Guitar w/rickbr. finish
w/case. Beautiful. $200. Also Epiphone
Bass - $150. Call Allan or Rich. 2973496.

10:30-12:30

2000 WATT TRANSMITTER. Weighs
about 800 lbs. Complete with extra
parts. 5 crystals. Cell 296.3644 evenings.

MWF

DRUMS complete with cymbal, high
hat small tom, floor tom, base &
snare. Call Pete. 292.7865 evenings.

9:30-11:30

HEAD MASTERS SKIS. 215 cm. Grand
Pri. Toe. $60.00. Good condition. Call
287.0741.

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make

HELP WANTED 141

Newman Center, 7:30 p.m., 79
check out to Spartan Daily
S. Fifth St. Theology class. Topic
MAN OR WOMAN. Full or Part-time
Classifieds.
discussion
is
Newof
left open.
according to your school sched. Ice
comers are welcome.
Cream Vending Truck Route. 30-50%
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
Comm. Good earnings. 358 N. Montsteers, 7:30 p.m., E247. Briber, gomery. 297-4228. 9-11 a.m. Mr. Elliott.
SJS Sid Club, 8 p.m., JC141. Ski
SARATOGA FAMILY needs student +0
films, sign-ups for ice-skating exchange room & board for part-tima
trip.
baby sitting. Call 354-3827.
Amerlean Society of Chil Engi- MODELS for Sparta Life Magaine. See
4 HON 1719 IT TASTE -- C7PIERW/SE
Dick Bacon at JC117 1:30 to 3:30
neer’’, 7:30 p.m. E247. Biber,
daily.
guest speaker from Underwriters
Laboratories, with a film presenNo refunds possible on canceled eds. Print your ad here:
CLASSIFIED RATES
tation on "Fire Protection for
(Count approximately 33 letters and spun lor esch line)
Structures." Everyone welcome.
Minimum
Refreshments.
Three lines One day
Two days Three days four days five days
One day
Christian Science Organization,
7:30 p.m., College Memorial Chapel.
FRIDAY
International Student Organlnatirm, 5 p.m., 174 S. 13th St. International pot -luck & discussion
"Marriage International Style."
SJPI Ski Club, 7 p.m., Fourth
and San Carlos Streets. Ice skating trip to the Ice Palace in Sunnyvale. Transportation provided.
$1.60 With Skates-

3
4
5
6

linos ----TE02.00
lines
2.50
linos
3.00
linos

Add this
amount for
each addl.
tionel line

.,,,
.0‘.’

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.0U
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Announcemenb (1)
0 Automotive (2)
0 kw Sole (3)

0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
0 Lost and Found (5)

0 Personab M
Services (10
TransportstIon.(1)

Days

Print Nemo

For

Address

Enclosed is S

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, HONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO1 SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS.
115114
SAN 10SE STATE COU.EGE. SAN 10SE, CALIF.
MIMS anew 2 dos elter plodne ter ad le oppser.

